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Are language models really *good* at language?

Do they really make human-like (linguistic) decisions?

How do we begin to investigate this?



syntax



What *is* syntax?



Important to note that…

1. coding properties only encode aspects of hierarchical 
structure, which is otherwise unobservable


2. syntactic theories vary highly in theoretical 
assumptions and representations


3. the “cognitive” nature of syntax is highly contested

 





How do we investigate language models’ syntactic knowledge?

targeted syntactic 
evaluation

Does a language model 
assign higher probability to a 
string A than it does to an 
ungrammatical, yet minimally 
different, string B?

How does model 
performance 
compare to humans?















How do we investigate language models’ syntactic knowledge?

targeted syntactic 
evaluation hidden state probing

Does a language model 
assign higher probability to a 
string A than it does to an 
ungrammatical, yet minimally 
different, string B?

Can we decode linguistic 
information (e.g. POS, 
DEP) from the hidden 
states of a model with 
simple classifiers?

Which layers are 
responsible for encoding 
different types of linguistic 
information? And at what 
point during training does 
a model encode it?

How does model 
performance 
compare to humans?











probing for syntactic structure

representations are implicitly 
hierarchical

“evolution” throughout layers 

(e.g. POS         parse trees         SRL         coreference)

possible to probe for syntactic structure via 

a linear transformation over hidden states



distance and depth natural properties of syntax trees and vector spaces

theoretically possible to train probe to retrieve these properties
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How do we investigate language models’ syntactic knowledge?

targeted syntactic 
evaluation hidden state probing NLU evaluation

Does a language model 
assign higher probability to a 
string A than it does to an 
ungrammatical, yet minimally 
different, string B?

Can we decode linguistic 
information (e.g. POS, 
DEP) from the hidden 
states of a model with 
simple classifiers?

Does a model retain its 
performance when trained/
tested on structurally 
perturbed input?

Which layers are 
responsible for encoding 
different types of linguistic 
information? And at what 
point during training does 
a model encode it?

Does a model improve 
when imbued directly 
with syntactic structure?

How does model 
performance 
compare to humans?



















(deep breath)



… so where does all of this leave us?

Have language models learned “syntax”?

Does syntax even matter for NLU tasks?

Does syntax even matter for NLU?

Does syntax even matter? 
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1. Coding properties are not “syntax”
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a model’s sensitivity to coding properties does not indicate that it has “learned syntax” 

English coding properties are not “syntax”





1. Coding properties are not “syntax”

a model’s sensitivity to coding properties does not indicate that it has “learned syntax” 

a model’s insensitivity to coding properties (downstream) does not mean it is devoid of 
syntactic knowledge

English coding properties are not “syntax”

humans are surprisingly robust to word order permutations







Some Considerations:

1. Coding properties are not “syntax”

2. Syntactic representations are not linguistic data



2. Syntactic representations are not linguistic data

need to clarify if studies assume specific syntactic representations

how do models fare with different representations for the same stimuli?











2. Syntactic representations are not linguistic data

need to clarify if studies assume specific syntactic representations

how do models fare with different representations for the same stimuli?

how does choice of representation affect “structure injection” methods?

what privileges one method over another, w.r.t. conclusions about “syntax”?
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2. Syntactic representations are not linguistic data

3. Theory, model, and task



3. Theory, model, and task

studies should be concerned with evaluating syntactic phenomena / 
representations directly

absent this, need to have a concrete understanding of how models behave





3. Theory, model, and task

studies should be concerned with evaluating syntactic phenomena / 
representations directly

absent this, need to have a concrete understanding of how models behave

how much emphasis should we put on the model over the task? 

how much emphasis should we put on the model over the dataset? 





Some Considerations:

1. Coding properties are not “syntax”

2. Syntactic representations are not linguistic data

3. Theory, model, and task

4. What are the research questions?



4. What are the research questions?

I. To what degree does M learn A when trained on D to perform T?

II. To what degree can M learn A when trained on D to perform T?

III. To what degree does M need learn A when trained on D to perform T?



4. What are the research questions?

I. To what degree does M learn A when trained on D to perform T?

* straightforward to answer, given reliable method to measure the degree to 
which M learns A with respect to D and T



4. What are the research questions?

II. To what degree can M learn A when trained on D to perform T?

* indirectly answers questions of type I


* modal in nature


* fundamental asymmetry between positive and negative findings


* positive results can establish that something is possible


* negative results are inconclusive



4. What are the research questions?

III. To what degree does M need learn A when trained on D to perform T?

* causality: does learning A improve performance of M on T? 


* modality: is learning A necessary to achieve better performance?



Can we conclude that explicit syntax is not 
beneficial for language understanding 
tasks, without showing that:


a) the fine-tuned model actually learned 
some aspects of syntax?


b) does this knowledge causally affect the 
model’s performance downstream?



Some Considerations:

1. Coding properties are not “syntax”

2. Syntactic representations are not linguistic data

3. Theory, model, and task

4. What are the research questions?
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what do aggregate metrics really represent in terms of syntactic knowledge? when is 
the glass half full or half empty?

aggregate metrics obfuscate important variation in data; over-represent frequent 
phenomena





5. Aggregate Metrics may be misleading, but are necessary

what do aggregate metrics really represent in terms of syntactic knowledge? when is 
the glass half full or half empty?

aggregate metrics obfuscate important variation in data; over-represent frequent 
phenomena

syntactic benchmarks cannot enumerate every single phenomena

should all (collected) phenomena have a uniform weight, in aggregate? 



Conclusions:

measuring “syntactic knowledge” (of humans or machines) 
is difficult

varying methodologies, hypotheses, and conclusions make 
the big picture fuzzy

exercising clarity and caution will lead to a more nuanced 
and focused research agenda

pursuing these questions further can shed valuable insights 
on the nature of “syntax”



Thank you!


